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Title Date Time/Duration  Program type    Description 
1. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/14/15 09:00PM/2 minutes News                          * 
    On WFGX 
 
* For wounded warriors, rebuilding a lifestyle of sports and fitness can be a big step toward healing. 
Laura Hussey reported from Eglin Air Force Base this week on the mission of a special training camp, a 
project of the Air Force Wounded Warrior program called the "Adaptive Sports Training Camp."  Active 
duty and retired airmen from throughout the Southeast are taking part.  Adapting isn't just physical. 
Captain Rich Harr is a volunteer coach from Hurlburt Field who says re-connecting with sports and fitness 
changes negative thinking.  Here among their wing men, the familiar teamwork and brotherhood bring the 
airmen a sense of possibility.  
 
 
2. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/15/15 09:00PM/2 minutes News                        ** 
    On WFGX 
 
** Bird strikes are always a threat to aircraft.  Because military planes face the same hazard, a unique 
program is being used at Hurlburt Field to prevent bird strikes.  Laura Hussey reported live from Hurlburt 
Field, where the Bird Strike Control Program uses specially trained border collies to chase birds and 
other wildlife away.  On a Wednesday morning at Hurlburt Field, several CV-22 Ospreys are warming up 
on the flight-line.  Each tilt-rotor aircraft carries a minimum of four crew members, and costs upwards of 
seventy million dollars.  Standing elegantly nearby, a large heron is no threat. But it could cause costly 
damage or even a crash if it flies into a plane.  An eight-year-old border collie named Sonic and her 
handler are patrolling the flight-line.  Sonic's handler, Ambre Delpopolo, spots the bird.  With a word from 
Ambre, Sonic takes off, following her instinct to chase and herd.  As soon as the dog is close, the heron 
flies away.  Delpopolo said, "It's not very often that it happens, but we do have strikes where wildlife have 
caused extreme amounts of damage, even death.  So knowing we can help be responsible for preventing 
that is really rewarding."  The bird strike control program at Hurlburt Field started in 2004, out of a sizable 
need.  Captain Adam Darrow is a Flight Safety Officer with the 1st Special Operations Wing.  He 
described the tally of damage in the ten years before the program was put in place.  Captain Darrow 
said,  "We were up to approximately 716 strikes on aircraft, and with damaging strikes on aircraft totaling 
somewhere just south of half a million dollars."  Since the program started, strikes have gone down 56 
percent and there have been no damaging wildlife strikes.  Not every base uses dogs to harass wildlife. 
Some use noise-making devices like cannons.  Captain Darrow says those can cost millions of dollars to 
install and maintain. He says the Bird Strike Control program delivers excellent results at a fraction of the 
cost. 
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3. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/16/15 09:00PM/1 minute News                *** 
    On WFGX 
*** It could soon be harder to find addresses, phone numbers and other personal information for current 
and former military members in Florida.  The House unanimously passed a bill Thursday that would allow 
active and former military members to tell government agencies to keep private personal information that 
would otherwise be public record.  It would also apply to their spouses and children.  Republican Rep. 
Matt Gaetz said the Islamic State group's posting of names and addresses of 100 military members last 
month highlights the need for his bill (HB 185).  The bill originally applied only to members of special 
operations units, but Gaetz expanded the language because of the Islamic State group posting that 
encouraged sympathizers to kill military members. 
 
 
4. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/21/15 09:00PM/2 minutes News                     **** 
 
**** Laura Hussey reported from Eglin Air Force Base that wounded veterans are training for a big event 
this week. They're getting ready for the "Warrior Games”, an all-service showdown that takes place at 
Quantico in June.  Champions know no limits…that motto of the Warrior Games rings true as the athletes 
train in marksmanship, track and field, wheelchair basketball, and several other sports. Not everyone 
here was wounded in combat.  Some had illnesses like cancer or stroke; some have invisible injuries like 
PTSD.  Before this final Warrior Games training session prior to the big event in June, Eglin Air Force 
Base hosted an adaptive sports camp for beginners.  Daniel Crane says in the beginning, he wanted 
nothing to do with adaptive sports.  He was filled with loneliness and hate over what happened to him.  
Now he and the other Warrior Games athletes are stepping forward for other veterans, who still feel 
abandoned and alone.  Crane said, "I have this huge smile on my face and I'm seeing them and they 
have smiles on their faces and it changes everything. It changes your life."     
 
 
5. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/22/15 09:00PM/2.5 minutes News                    ***** 
 
***** It is a historic season for the Blue Angels.  For the first time in their 69 years, the crew has a female 
pilot.  Captain Katie Higgins is a third generation combat pilot and a Naval Academy legacy.  Reporter 
Kathryn Daniel profiled her journey.  Being the first female in her family to serve never came up among 
her veteran grandfathers, dad and uncles.  They focused more on leadership and on being a good 
military professional.  Higgins said while she understands the novelty of a female Blues pilot, "I want the 
focus to be on the people who are actually overseas.  They're the real heroes."  But to a generation of 
young girls, Higgins is a major role model, a figure they can point to, see perform, even meet.  Higgins 
says she look forward to the day her Blues role is not newsworthy.   She said, "Just a pilot.  We have a 
new pilot.  Who cares what their gender is.  Who cares what their race is.  Who cares what their religion 
is.  That's when we finally reach full equality."  Higgins has deployed twice, to Afghanistan and to 
Uganda.  Higgins said; "Definitely going back to the fleet.  Hopefully deploying again in support of those 
Marines and soldiers on the ground, cause that's definitely why I joined the Marine Corp." 
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6. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/23/15 09:00PM/3.5 minutes News                   ****** 
    On WFGX 
****** Christina Leavenworth reported from Marine Boot Camp in Parris Island.  In the past year, the 
Marine Corp has opened up 11 new combat related jobs to women that were previously closed to them.  
That move has opened up more than 2000 new jobs to women.  Female Marines currently only make up 
7% of the force.  Around 20,000 recruits train at Parris Island each year.  Roughly 2500 are females.  It's 
the only place where women Marine recruits are trained.  Channel 3 got to see what happens during their 
transformation.  The jobs are combat related, so it's important to toughen them up quickly.  "We spent a 
few days on Parris Island, they spend 3 months here....mentally-it was tough being yelled at all the 
time...and physically...it was really hard to do a lot of the obstacles..," said Christina.  They are on rifle 
range together, warrior training together, they do the crucible with the males, there are things they do 
together, so they can see male and female counterparts doing same exact thing.  In 12 weeks they learn 
a whole lot; from survival tactics to how to shoot.  They are much different than the person who arrived 3 
months ago.  After they graduate, they get a few days off and start training for their specific job field. 
 
 
7. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/24/15 09:00PM/2 minutes News                 ******* 
    On WFGX 
******* We reported on an incident wherein a University of Florida fraternity expelled three of its members 
Friday after allegations that they spat at a group of disabled military veterans at a Panama City resort.  
The incident occurred while the fraternity and veterans with the Warrior Beach Retreat were at the 
Laketown Wharf Resort last weekend.  Linda Cope, founder of the warrior group, says the frat members 
were drunk and insulted the veterans and stole their flags.  University of Florida President Kent Fuchs 
called the behavior unacceptable and promised a full investigation.   One letter to Fuchs described 
students spitting on veterans, throwing beer bottles over a balcony and ripping flags off their cars.  Cope 
said she believes the students knew they were insulting veterans because the guests were wearing caps 
and T-shirts indicating they are veterans. 
 
 
8. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/28/15 09:00PM/2 minutes News                ******** 
    On WFGX 
******** Laura Hussey reported on sweeping changes to military retirement plans on their way to the 
House of Representatives. The traditional military pension would be replaced with a "blended" plan, 
which would include a 401-K style investment account.  Troops would no longer have to serve twenty 
years to collect retirement benefits.  The House Armed Services Committee is expected to send the 
proposal to the House floor in a matter of days.  Troops who are already serving would be grandfathered 
into the current system, or they could choose the new plan.  Under the proposal, the government would 
make an automatic contribution equal to one percent of a service member's basic pay, whether that 
person contributes or not. Then the service member could contribute up to five percent, with matching 
contributions similar to private companies.  The Senate is working on its own version of the blended plan. 
If it ultimately becomes law, the new system would start in October of 2017. 
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9. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/28/15 09:00PM/2 minutes News               ********* 
    On WFGX 
********* Laura Hussey reported from Valparaiso that Eglin Air Force Base is going to be rebuilding some 
runway barriers.  During the project, the primary runway used by the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter is going to 
change.  It could affect flights over the city of Valparaiso, which is right next to the base.  Noise concerns 
in Valparaiso led to a lawsuit before the F35s arrived at Eglin.  In its final Record of Decision, the Air 
Force agreed to limit use of the runway that most affects the city, Runway 01/19.   A spokesman for the 
base says even though some takeoffs and landings might have to be shifted for the next three or four 
months, they will avoid unnecessary flights over Valparaiso.  Eglin will also become a temporary host to 
15 Navy F-35C aircraft starting in May. The aircraft will be at Eglin for up to three years, while 
construction is done at Naval Air Station Lemoore. The jets will only be operated at Eglin when necessary 
to backfill one of the Navy's 15 primary aircraft already at the base.  
 
 
10. Channel 3 News at 9PM 04/30/15 09:00PM/2 minutes News             ********** 
      On WFGX 
********** We reported on a historic milestone for women in the military: For the first time, female soldiers 
are participating in the Army’s legendary Ranger School at Fort Benning, Georgia.  Nineteen began the 
course April 20, and eight continue training after passing the grueling physical tests of the first week. 
Their success rate is about the same as men.  Women who pass the course will earn and be able to 
wear the Ranger Tab, but they will not be able to serve in the 75th Ranger Regiment, which is still closed 
to women.  Ranger School is open to women just this once as part of ongoing military research on how to 
better integrate women into combat. That research will be presented to the Pentagon later this year for a 
final decision next January on whether some special operations units will remain closed to women. 
 
 
 
11. Channel 3 News at 9PM 06/12/15 09:00PM/2.5 minutes News           *********** 
      On WFGX 

*********** Amber Southard reported on the Blue Angels' F-18 hornets getting older. Just this month two 
of the jets lost parts that fell off during air shows.  The Blues fly three-dozen high-intensity air shows each 
year, plus practices and flyovers, but they're not in line to get the newest jets in the Navy.  The F-18 
Hornets flown by the Blue Angels are the oldest in the fleet. Most of the jets were manufactured in the 
late '80's.  Thousands of people gather to see the Blue Angels fly at their air shows each year.  Each 
aircraft is inspected before and after each flight.  Now, each aircraft will go under an individual in-depth 
safety inspection.  Most jets in the fleet are reaching the end of their designed life span.  They're being 
patched up instead of replaced because of defense cuts.  The Navy has bought  a small fleet of the 
upgraded Super Hornets.  The Blue Angels still fly the older jets, so pilots in war can have the newer 
models. It's still unclear when or if the Blues will receive new jets.  The Blues will, of course, be back 
flying here at their home on Pensacola Beach on July 10th and 11th. 


